Quantitation of total DNA per cell in an exponentially growing population using the diphenylamine reaction and flow cytometry.
The diphenylamine assay used to estimate the absolute mass of DNA/cell as well as absolute differences in DNA content between cell populations is based upon the assumption that all of the cells are in the G0 or G1 phase of the DNA synthetic cycle. However, if cells are in exponential growth and synthesizing DNA, portions of the population will be in S or G2 phases and the diphenylamine assay will overestimate the total mass of DNA/cell. Conversely, flow cytometry (FCM) can estimate relative differences in total DNA/cell and the proportions of an exponentially growing population in G1, S, and G2 but cannot estimate absolute mass or differences in DNA/cell. In this report, we describe a methodology of combined diphenylamine and FCM assays of total DNA/cell which is applicable to any eukaryotic cell population. The method involves using the two assay methods concurrently and correcting the diphenylamine data for the FCM-derived distribution of the cells within the DNA synthetic cycle. The methodology was tested on single-cell-derived stocks of the obligate intracellular protozoan parasite Trypanosoma cruzi which displays marked but stable intraspecific heterogeneity.